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SUMMARY

Vinculin, a cytoskeletal scaffold protein essential for embryogenesis and cardiovascular function,

localizes to focal adhesions and adherens junctions, connecting cell surface receptors to the actin

cytoskeleton. While vinculin interacts with many adhesion proteins, its interaction with
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filamentous actin regulates cell morphology, motility, and mechanotransduction. Disruption of this

interaction lowers cell traction forces and enhances actin flow rates. Although a model for the

vinculin:actin complex exists, we recently identified actin-binding deficient mutants of vinculin

outside sites predicted to bind actin, and developed an alternative model to better define this novel

actin-binding surface, using negative-stain EM, discrete molecular dynamics, and mutagenesis.

Actin-binding deficient vinculin variants expressed in vinculin knockout fibroblasts fail to rescue

cell-spreading defects and reduce cellular response to external force. These findings highlight the

importance of this new actin-binding surface and provide the molecular basis for elucidating

additional roles of this interaction, including actin-induced conformational changes which promote

actin bundling.

INTRODUCTION

Vinculin (Vcn) is a highly conserved, abundant protein that localizes to focal adhesions

(FAs), focal complexes, and adherens junctions (Geiger et al., 2001; Geiger et al., 2009).

Vcn plays an essential role in embryogenesis, as knockout mice show defects in heart and

nerve formation and do not survive past E10 (Xu et al., 1998). Cells deficient in Vcn exhibit

rounded morphology, increased motility (Xu et al., 1998), and resistance to apoptosis and

anoikis (Subauste et al., 2004). Consistent with these observations, Vcn regulates FA

turnover (Saunders et al., 2006), adhesion dynamics at the leading edge of cells (Thievessen

et al., 2013), and force transduction (Grashoff et al., 2010). However, the mechanisms by

which Vcn regulates these functions are poorly understood.

Vcn is a molecular scaffold protein comprised of three domains: a 91 kDa head (Vh), a

proline-rich linker, and a 22 kDa tail (Vt) (Ziegler et al., 2006). Cytosolic Vcn exists in an

inactive, autoinhibited conformation mediated by a Vh:Vt interaction that obscures binding

to many ligands (Johnson and Craig, 1994, 1995). Disruption of tight autoinhibitory contacts

is required for Vcn activation, and is mediated by multiple mechanisms, including ligand

binding to both Vh and Vt, mechanical force, and phosphorylation (Peng et al., 2011).

Vcn binds to F-actin through Vt and subsequently crosslinks F-actin filaments into fibers

(Huttelmaier et al., 1997; Johnson and Craig, 1995). This interaction links the actin

cytoskeleton to integrins and the extracellular matrix, and is believed to be critical for FA

maturation (Humphries et al., 2007; Thievessen et al., 2013), cell movement (Hu et al.,

2007), and force transduction (Grashoff et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2011). In

addition to binding F-actin, Vt also binds raver1 (Lee et al., 2009), paxillin (Wood et al.,

1994), and phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Palmer et al., 2009). Vt contains a

five-helix bundle fold, with an N-terminal strap (residues 879–892, NT) and C-terminal arm

(residues 1046–1066, CT) that interact to bring the termini in close proximity to each other

(Bakolitsa et al., 2004; Bakolitsa et al., 1999).

A structural model (J-model) of the Vt:F-actin complex, derived from low resolution

electron microscopy (EM) data, places helices 2 and 3 (H2 and H3) of Vt in a hydrophobic

cleft at the junction between two of the actin subunits (Janssen et al., 2006). However,

specific Vt sites that interact with actin have not been verified by targeted mutagenesis.

Although Vcn variants deficient in F-actin binding have been employed to probe the
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functional consequences of this interaction, results from these studies are complicated, as the

variants possess multiple mutations or large deletions in Vt that disrupt Vcn structure and/or

interactions with other tail ligands (Palmer et al., 2009). A computational model has since

been published, but lacks supporting experimental evidence (Golji and Mofrad, 2013).

Herein, we employ mutagenesis, negative-stain EM, and molecular modeling to identify a

novel actin binding surface. We also identify a conservative Vcn point mutant that retains Vt

structure and PIP2 binding, yet disrupts binding to F-actin. Interestingly, the mutation site

(V1001) is outside the reported actin-binding interface (Janssen et al., 2006). While this

hydrophobic site is distinct from the surface identified in the J-model, it is consistent with

current mutagenesis data, known ligand interactions, and occlusion of the site in the full

length protein (Johnson and Craig, 1995; Lee et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2011). To examine the

consequences of disrupting the Vcn:F-actin interaction, we transfected F-actin binding

deficient variants into Vcn knockout murine embryonic fibroblasts (Vin−/− MEFs), and find

that loss of actin binding by Vcn alters cell and FA size and limits the ability of cells to

respond to external force.

RESULTS

Identification of Vt variants deficient in actin binding

Although Vcn variants impaired in actin binding have been identified, they contain multiple

point mutations (Cohen et al., 2005) or deletions (Huttelmaier et al., 1997; Marg et al., 2010;

Menkel et al., 1994) and have not been fully characterized to determine if Vt structure or

other ligand binding interactions are altered. We generated two Vt variants, VtI997A and

VtV1001A, which exhibit a significantly decreased affinity for F-actin (Fig. 1A, B). This was

unexpected, as the surfaces associated with the J-model for the Vt:F-actin interface do not

include residues I997 or V1001 (Janssen et al., 2006), and actin-deficient variants at these

sites have not been reported.

To quantify actin binding of these Vt variants, we performed F-actin co-sedimentation

assays (Figure 1A, B). At 5 µM F-actin (concentration at approximately half-saturation),

40% VtWT pellets with F-actin. Three-fold less VtI997A and two-fold less VtV1001A bind

actin at this concentration. As both I997 and V1001 lie outside the actin binding site in the J-

model, we generated another variant, VtI948A, which lies within the reported Vt:F-actin

interface (Janssen et al., 2006). However, VtI948A did not significantly decrease the affinity

of Vt for F-actin (Figure 1B). Moreover, we performed actin co-sedimentation experiments

on additional variants (summarized in Table S1). We also assessed actin binding properties

of a subset of these mutations in the full-length protein. While the actin-binding site of Vcn

resides in Vt, it is partially masked in the full-length protein due to autoinhibitory contacts

between Vh and Vt (Cohen et al., 2005). Consistent with this, binding of F-actin by VcnWT

is significantly reduced compared to isolated Vt (Figure S1A). As the interaction between

Vh and Vt can be disrupted by an IpaA peptide from Shigella (Hamiaux et al., 2006; Izard et

al., 2006), we added IpaA to Vcn, and observed significantly enhanced F-actin binding

(Figure S1A). As previously reported, VcnI997A has a 10-fold weaker Kd for F-actin than

VcnWT (Thievessen et al., 2013). At 30 µM F-actin, both VcnI997A and VcnV1001A bind

roughly half as much F-actin as VcnWT (Figure S1A). Actin binding profiles observed for
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VcnI948A are similar to those observed for VcnWT, with enhanced F-actin binding observed

in the presence of the IpaA peptide (Figure S1A). These results suggest that actin-binding

deficient mutations in Vt similarly impair actin-binding in Vcn.

Binding of F-actin to Vcn facilitates bundling of F-actin filaments. This occurs through a

conformational change that promotes Vt dimerization and crosslinking of actin filaments

(Janssen et al., 2006; Johnson and Craig, 2000). We showed that the Vcn CT hairpin is

required for generation of this actin-induced dimer and for F-actin bundling (Shen et al.,

2011). Vt variants deficient in F-actin binding are also notably impaired in their ability to

bundle F-actin (Figure 1C), with deficiencies in F-actin binding correlated with deficiencies

in bundling. The Vt variant most impaired in F-actin binding, VtI997A, is most impaired in

F-actin bundling and possesses a bundling defect similar to our previously characterized CT

hairpin deletion variant (VtΔC5) (Shen et al., 2011). VtV1001A is able to partially bind and

bundle F-actin, whereas VtI948A retains F-actin binding (VtI948A) and is fully capable of

bundling F-actin.

We also employed circular dichroism (CD) and NMR spectroscopy to assess the structural

integrity of our Vt variants. Far-UV CD spectra for all variants are similar, with

characteristic minima at 208 and 222 nm (Figure S1B, C), indicating that the α-helical

secondary structure of the Vt variants is preserved. For Vt, a distinct near-UV CD signal is

observed between 270 and 300 nm and reflects tertiary packing of W912 in the H1/H2 loop

with W1058 in the CT (Palmer et al., 2009), which is preserved in VtI997A, VtV1001A, and

VtI948A (Figure S1D, E). To further confirm the structural integrity of VtI997A and VtV1001A,

we acquired Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) 2D NMR spectra on 15N-

enriched VtWT and the actin-binding deficient Vt variants. The peaks in the 1H-15N HSQC

spectra for both VtI997A and VtV1001A remain dispersed, indicative of well-folded protein,

and overlap well with the peaks of VtWT (Figure S1F, G). Peaks that shift correspond to

residues near the site of mutation (Figure S1H, I). The amide (NH) line widths and intensity

are also unchanged from those of VtWT, suggesting that the mutations do not significantly

alter dynamic properties of Vt. These data, taken together, suggest that the actin-binding

deficiencies of VtI997A and VtV1001A are not the result of structural defects (Figure S1).

To determine if these actin-binding deficient Vt variants are altered in their interactions with

PIP2, we performed lipid co-sedimentation experiments. While the F-actin deficient variants

VtI997A and VtV1001A retain specificity for PIP2 over PS, VtI997A exhibits a 50% decrease in

binding to PIP2 (Figure 1D). To discriminate consequences of the common actin-binding

defect, given differences in PIP2 affinity, we evaluated the cellular properties of these

variants.

Deficiencies in Actin Binding by Vcn Alter Cellular Properties

Vcn variants containing multiple mutations (Cohen et al., 2005) or deletions that remove

helix 2 and 3 (Marg et al., 2010) or the entire tail domain (Humphries et al., 2007) have been

generated to prevent the interaction of Vcn with F-actin. However, these variants likely

display phenotypes resulting from disruption of multiple ligand interactions in addition to

the actin defect. While the Vcn:F-actin interaction is thought to play a critical role in

adhesion turnover, cell motility and force transduction, it remains to be determined if
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phenotypes associated with these deletion variants are attributed to the Vcn:F-actin

interaction alone. Given our well-characterized actin-binding deficient Vcn variants, we

explored the role of actin-binding by expressing VcnI997A and VcnV1001A in Vin−/− MEFs.

We reported a Vcn variant that retains actin binding but is deficient in F-actin bundling

(Shen et al., 2011). Expression of this variant (VcnΔC5) in Vin−/− MEFs resulted in larger

FAs and smaller cell area when cells adhered and spread on fibronectin (FN). We

anticipated similar results for a loss of actin-binding by Vcn, as a deficiency in binding

necessitates a deficiency in bundling. First, we expressed the GFP-vinculin in Vin−/− MEFs

and verified their expression level by western blot (data not shown). Initially, we examined

the ability of the cells to attach and spread over time on FN using the real-time cell analyzer

(RTCA) xCELLigence system, an impedance-based system (given in arbitrary units as cell

index, CI) that monitors changes in electrical resistance as cells adhere to the microelectrode

in the dish (Figure 2A, B) (Atienza et al., 2005). Cells expressing VcnWT have 6.6-fold

higher CI (6.57 ± 1.43 CI) than Vin−/− MEFs and readily spread. These findings support

previous observations that Vin−/− MEFs have difficulties in adhering and spreading on

substrates (Coll et al., 1995). MEFs expressing VcnI997A (3.67 ± 1.43 CI) and VcnV1001A

(4.78 ± 1.19 CI) showed reduced spreading compared to cells expressing VcnWT, suggesting

that Vcn binding to F-actin plays an integral role in cell spreading. VcnV1001A impairs

spreading less than VcnI997A, in agreement with its increased affinity for F-actin. We also

performed immunofluorescence studies on VcnWT, VcnI997A, and VcnV1001A to verify that

our variants retain localization to FAs upon expression in Vin−/− MEFs (Figure 2C). Our

finding that Vcn variants localize properly is expected, as Vh is sufficient to localize Vcn to

FAs (Humphries et al., 2007). We also find that cells expressing VcnI997A and VcnV1001A

have significantly larger FAs and 35% and 46% fewer FAs, respectively, in comparison to

cells expressing VcnWT (Figure 2D, 3). However, cells expressing VcnV1001A did not show

a significant change in cell area (only 20% smaller), while cells expressing VcnI997A were

significantly smaller (42%) than those expressing VcnWT (Figure 2F). While there is slightly

higher CI with VcnV1001A over VcnI997A, and cells expressing VcnV1001A do not exhibit a

change in cell area, the observed CI could be attributed to the number and size of FAs found

in these cells, as the system is sensitive enough to detect cytoskeletal changes and an

increase in adhesion to the substrate (Atienza et al., 2005) These results suggest that the

number and average size of FAs during spreading events are directly influenced by Vcn's

interactions with F-actin.

Vcn plays a critical role in regulation of the cellular response to force (Grashoff et al., 2010;

Ji et al., 2008). We recently reported that bundling of F-actin by Vcn is essential for

reinforcement, the process by which cells locally stiffen when force is applied to FAs (Shen

et al., 2011). Given these observations, we predicted that disruption of Vcn binding to F-

actin (which is necessary for bundling) will also prevent reinforcement in cells. To test this,

we exposed Vin−/− MEFs expressing VcnWT, VcnI997A, or VcnV1001A with FN-coated

magnetic beads. Using the three dimensional force microscope (3DFM), we applied pulses

of constant force to cells transfected with the various GFP-Vcn variants (O'Brien et al.,

2008). The relative displacement of the bead was determined for the first and second pulses.

Cells transfected with VcnWT showed a 23% decrease in bead displacement upon

application of the second pulse (p-value < 0.001; Figure 3), indicating stiffening in response
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to force. Cells transfected with VcnV1001A exhibited a slight stiffening response (10%

decrease), though it was not significant (p-value 0.07). Vin−/− MEFs transfected with

VcnI997A showed a striking 14% increase in the relative displacement of the bead upon

application of a second pulse (p-value < 0.001; Figure 3). The failure of VcnI997A- and

VcnV1001A-transfected MEFs to exhibit reinforcement further supports the role of the

Vcn:actin interaction in force transduction.

Identification of an alternative actin binding surface

We identified conservative Vcn variants that retain Vt structure but disrupt F-actin binding.

The mutations that most impair actin binding are located on helix 4 (H4), outside of the actin

binding surfaces identified in the J-model (Janssen et al., 2006) (Figure 5A). Given the

discrepancy between the sites we identified as being critical for actin binding, and the Vt

surfaces postulated to bind actin, we collected electron micrographs of F-actin filaments

decorated with Vt and generated a reconstruction with a resolution of ~20 Å (Figure 4A, B).

An atomic model of the actin filament (PDB 3MFP) and the Vt crystal structure (PDB

1QKR) were docked manually into the 3D-reconstruction of F-actin-Vt complex using

Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). As we find multiple plausible orientations of Vt in

agreement with the EM map, we conclude that the orientation of Vt cannot be uniquely

defined by the EM reconstruction at this resolution. However, an orientation that fits our

experimental data but is distinct from the J-model is plausible, and is shown in Figure 4B.

Cryo-EM attempts were unsuccessful, as Vt decoration on F-actin was lost upon blotting

and freezing, and bundling activity created sample heterogeneity. In addition to manual

docking of Vt into the EM reconstruction, we applied computational refinement approaches

using discrete molecular dynamics (DMD) to fit the EM map and generated an alternative

model of the Vt:F-actin complex (Figure 4C). While manual docking and DMD yielded

different orientations of Vt with respect to F-actin, in both models the surface identified by

mutagenesis faces F-actin to mediate binding (Figure 4D).

The DMD model was further evaluated by comparing F-actin binding properties of VtWT

and several Vt variants (Table S1) with the predicted change in binding energy (ΔΔG) for

the variants (Figure S2A). These values are listed in Table S1, with the mutation sites

mapped onto the Vt structure in Figure S2B. These ΔΔG values show agreement with our

experimental data (correlation coefficient of 0.68). Our model is distinct from that proposed

by Golji and Mofrad, as it highlights a surface comprising H4 and H5 and the importance of

hydrophobic residues on H4 instead of an electrostatic surface on H3 and H4 (Golji and

Mofrad, 2013).

In both the manual fit and DMD models, the orientation of Vt within the EM reconstruction

places the NT and CT outside of the reconstructed volume (Figure 4B, C). These regions are

absent or have larger B-factors relative to the helix bundle in the Vt crystal structure

(Bakolitsa et al., 1999), suggesting conformational heterogeneity. To evaluate whether

regions fit to low density in the averaged reconstruction are conformationally mobile, we

collected NMR heteronuclear NOE data (Farrow et al., 1994) to evaluate the fast dynamics

of VtQ1018K, a Vt variant with a decreased propensity to form the non-physiological Vt

dimer at NMR concentrations (Bakolitsa et al., 1999) (Figure S2D). Low heteronuclear NOE
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values were observed for the Vt CT hairpin, suggesting that these residues are mobile in

solution and unlikely to contribute a unified signal by EM. We also used fast-HSQC (Hwang

et al., 1998) and CLEANEX (Hwang et al., 1997) NMR to measure solvent exchange. These

results reveal that backbone amides associated with the NT and CT for both VtWT and

VtQ1018K possess high rates of solvent exchange, further suggesting that these regions are

intrinsically disordered and conformationally variable (Figure S2C). Taken together, the

NMR data suggest that the NT and CT are unlikely to be observed by EM as they do not

have a single defined orientation, consistent with our inability to fit these regions in the

micrograph.

While both pseudo-atomic models yielded a reasonable match with the EM density, the

resolution limits interpretation of the Vt:F-actin complex on a per-residue basis. Despite the

ambiguity in positioning the Vt domain onto the actin filament, the actin surface that

interacts with Vt is similar to the J-model (Janssen et al., 2006). However, the Vt surface in

our manual and DMD models is significantly different from the J-model. The manual fit

places the bottom of the helix bundle at the pointed end of the actin filament instead of the

barbed end, while the DMD model is roughly flipped (Figure 4 C, D, and E). In both of our

models, H3 and H4 are oriented towards the F-actin filament, as opposed to the strap, H2,

and H3 (Janssen et al., 2006) (Figure 5A, B). The DMD model is rotated roughly 70° and

the manual fit model is rotated roughly 70° in one axis and 180° degrees in another with

respect to the J-model. Again, due to resolution limitations, we cannot advocate one of our

models over the other; however, both models are supported by mutagenesis data and contain

a similar actin-binding surface that contains residues (I997, V1001) critical for actin

binding. Notably, this novel actin binding surface is distinct from that previously proposed

by Janssen et al (Figure 5C) and is the first report of specific hydrophobic residues driving

the interaction between F-actin and Vcn.

DISCUSSION

Vcn is an essential scaffolding protein that plays key roles in regulating FA assembly and

disassembly. While recent studies have begun to unravel multi-component functions of Vcn

(Carisey et al., 2013; Thievessen et al., 2013), the challenge of generating Vcn variants

deficient in specific interactions has limited the ability to link a specific interaction with

specific roles at FAs. Here, we report characterization of two Vcn variants, I997A and

V1001A, which retain Vcn structure but are deficient in actin binding.

Previously, studies on Vcn variants deficient in actin binding used deletions that removed

part of the helix bundle and disrupted the domain structure (Huttelmaier et al., 1997;

Johnson and Craig, 2000; Menkel et al., 1994). Although a Vcn variant (T10) containing

three point mutations showed decreased actin binding, only a modest 20% drop was

observed (2 µM Vt, 5 µM F-actin) (Cohen et al., 2005). In contrast, our I997A and V1001A

point mutations result in 50% and 30% reductions, respectively, in actin binding (10 µM Vt,

5 µM F-actin, Figure 1B). Importantly, both variants maintain Vt structure and PS binding.

While VtI997A shows reduced affinity for PIP2, VtV1001A retains PIP2 binding, making these

variants useful tools for studying the Vt:F-actin interaction.
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The significant decrease in actin binding by VtI997A and VtV1001A is intriguing, as both

mutations are outside of the binding sites reported by Janssen et al (Janssen et al., 2006)

(Figure 5). This suggests that the J-model is incomplete in identifying the actin-binding

interface. The J-model places the F-actin binding interface on H2 and H3 of Vt, split

between two sites (Janssen et al., 2006), supported by previously reported mutagenesis data

(Cohen et al., 2005; Janssen et al., 2006). The variants most deficient in F-actin binding,

identified in this earlier study (T9, T10, and T19, though defects in binding are small,

<20%), all support the lower site in the J-model, which resides primarily on H3 and at the N-

terminus of H4. However, less evidence exists for the upper site. While MD simulations by

Golji and Mofrad support the lower site identified in the J-model, their upper site contains

part of the surface we identify here (Golji and Mofrad, 2013). Both Janssen et al. and Golji

and Mofrad predicted the importance of hydrophobic interactions at the upper interface, but

we identify some of these residues (I997 and V1001) and reject others identified as part of

the actin-binding surface (L928 and I948). Our results also conflict with previous findings

that removal of residues 979–1066 retains acting binding to Vt (Le Clainche et al., 2010).

However, this construct removes half of Vt and disrupts the helix bundle.

While VtI997A retains PS binding, a reduction in PIP2 association is observed, suggesting

that the actin and lipid binding interfaces on Vt may overlap. This observation is supported

by data that Vcn binding to F-actin and PIP2 are mutually exclusive events (Steimle et al.,

1999). To understand the implications of these binding interactions and their interplay, an

improved understanding of how Vt binds PIP2 is required. We are currently pursuing a

structural model for this interaction and generating Vcn variants that will allow us to probe

the function of the Vcn:PIP2 interaction in cells.

As demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3, cells expressing these variants display defects in cell

spreading and have abrogated responses to pulses of force, a phenotype similar to that

observed for an actin-bundling deficient mutant (Shen et al., 2011). These results are

expected given that actin binding is required for filament bundling. While cells transfected

with either VcnI997A or VcnV1001A show a loss of reinforcement, the effect is more dramatic

for VcnI997A, likely due to its weaker affinity for F-actin, though a reduced PIP2 affinity

may also play a role.

The cellular phenotypes associated with these actin-binding deficient Vcn variants closely

match and support findings published by Thievessen et al (Thievessen et al., 2013). Cells

expressing actin-binding deficient Vcn variants show a decrease in cell spreading, in FA

number, and an increase in FA size. Similarly, Thievessen et al. found that average FA size

increased in cells expressing VcnI997A, likely due to an increase in FA growth rate.

Additionally, they reported an increase in F-actin flow rates in the lamellipodium and at FAs

and a decrease in FA formation density. Similar phenotypes were observed when activating

mutations in Vh were introduced in the context of the VcnI997A mutation, indicating that

alterations in cellular phenotype are due to the actin binding defect (Thievessen et al., 2013)

instead of an activation defect. This finding raises a new question regarding whether F-actin

binding to Vcn is required to initiate Vcn activation.
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Our findings also elucidate factors influencing FA growth and maturation. The size of FAs

is influenced by multiple factors such as rate of assembly and disassembly, density of the

matrix to which the cells adhere, mechanical tension and other undetermined factors. The

role of mechanical tension in the assembly and growth of FAs is controversial (Lessey et al.,

2012). Initial studies implicated tension as a critical factor (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and

Burridge, 1996; Riveline et al., 2001). However, the role of tension in FA maturation has

been questioned, as tension alone cannot drive FA maturation in the absence of stress fibers

(Oakes et al., 2012). Interestingly, we find that cells expressing actin-binding deficient Vcn

variants have larger and fewer FAs than cells expressing VcnWT. These cells also exhibit a

decreased mechanotransduction response and fail to stiffen when external tension is applied

to FN-coated beads that are attached to the cells. The observation that these cells have larger

FAs argues that mechanical tension mediated by the Vcn:F-actin interaction is not required

for FA maturation and stabilization (Thievessen et al., 2013).

A factor that limits structural analysis of the Vt:actin interaction is that both Vt and F-actin

likely undergo conformational changes upon binding (Johnson and Craig, 2000; Wen et al.,

2009), which places limitations on fitting isolated structures of Vt and actin into the

complex, especially given the low resolution of negative-stain EM. Additional data

supporting model selection or elimination is required. For example, we have generated Vcn

mutants that provide support for this novel actin-binding surface. Additionally, Vt is able to

simultaneously bind F-actin and the RNA binding protein raver1 (Lee et al., 2009). It is

therefore unlikely that these interfaces overlap. The binding site for raver1, identified

through x-ray crystallography and supported by mutagenesis, overlaps the upper site in the

J-model (Figure 5C), suggesting that the upper site of the J-model is incomplete.

Based upon these concerns and the new data presented herein, we propose a new F-actin

binding surface on Vt. This surface on H4, located at the Vt:F-actin interface in both models

generated here (Figure 5A, B), is obscured in full length Vcn due to autoinhibitory

interactions with Vh, consistent with previous work showing that the Vh:Vt interaction

impairs binding to F-actin (Johnson and Craig, 1995). Additionally, this surface is not

involved in binding raver1, allowing for simultaneous interactions with both ligands. The

hydrophobic nature of the new surface, as shown by the importance of the isoleucine and

valine sidechains, is congruent with reports that many actin-binding proteins recognize a

hydrophobic cleft in actin (Dominguez, 2004, 2009). While we are unable to uniquely

determine the orientation of Vt with respect to F-actin or identify specific residue-residue

contacts given the resolution of our EM data (~20 Å), we have identified a novel surface of

Vcn important for actin binding, supported not only by our mutagenesis and cellular data,

but also by the current literature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Vcn expression and purification

Expression of the tail domain of chicken Vcn (Vt, residues 879–1066) was performed as

previously described (Palmer et al., 2009). Briefly, E. coli BL21-DE3 RIPL cells were

transfected with a pET15b (Novagen) vector containing the cDNA for chicken Vcn residues

879–1066. Cells were grown at 37°C until an OD of 0.6 and were then induced with
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isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (0.25 mM) and the temperature was dropped

to 18°C. Cells were grown for an additional 18 hours, centrifuged, and resuspended in lysis

buffer. Cells were lysed by sonication and the lysate cleared by centrifugation. Vt was

purified using Ni-NTA-agarose beads (Qiagen) and cation-exchange chromatography. Vt

variants were generated by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) and

sequences verified by DNA sequencing (Genewiz).

Full-length chicken Vcn and its variants were expressed and purified (Thievessen et al.,

2013). The final product was evaluated by SDS-PAGE for purity. PMSF, benzamidine,

antipain, and leupeptin were used to limit protease activity during purification.

Actin co-sedimentation assays

Actin binding and bundling by Vt were measured with a co-sedimentation assay as

previously described (Shen et al., 2011). Actin binding by Vcn was measured in the same

way, using 10 µM Vcn in the place of Vt. IpaA peptide was used at a concentration of 100

µM, in ten-fold excess to Vcn. The percent Vcn pelleted was determined in the same way as

before. Briefly, the supernatant and pellet fractions were run on a gel, and the band intensity

was calculated using ImageJ (Abramoff et al., 2004). Percent binding was determined by

dividing the intensity of the pellet by the sum of the intensities of the pellet and supernatant

and multiplying by 100%.

Lipid co-sedimentation assays

Vcn tail binding to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) was evaluated by lipid co-

sedimentation assays using small, unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) as reported (Palmer et al.,

2009). SUVs were generated using 250 µg lipid per reaction, with the reported PIP2% and a

3:1:1 ratio of phosphatidylethanolamine to phosphatidylcholine to phosphatidylserine and/or

PIP2. The lipids were resuspended (40 mM MES pH 6.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM DTT)

and subsequently extruded in a mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids). Relative protein

amounts were quantified using ImageJ (Abramoff et al., 2004).

EM sample preparation and analysis

G-actin was prepared from rabbit skeletal muscle (Strzelecka-Golaszewska et al., 1980) and

clarified by chromatography over a Superdex-200 column. G-actin in complex with calcium

was polymerized (20 mM imidazole-HCl, pH 7.2, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM

EGTA) for 2–3 hours at 23°C. Decoration of actin filaments was performed on carbon-

covered EM-grids. One drop of 1.5–2 µM F-actin was applied to the glow-discharged grid,

blotted and then washed with 1–3 drops of 2.5 µM VtWT or Vt variants. The last drop was

incubated up to 1 min, the grid was blotted and negatively stained with a 2% (w/v) solution

of uranyl acetate.

A Tecnai-12 electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80 keV and a nominal

magnification of 30X was employed. BSOFT package (Heymann and Belnap, 2007) was

used to determine defocus values to correct for the contrast transfer function in the images.

Images were digitized at a raster of 4.28Å/pixel, and 6416 segments (100 pixels long) were

processed using the SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996) and IHRSR (Egelman, 2000) packages.
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Cross-correlation approach was used to extract segments of filaments fully decorated with

Vt. The first of two models created was a model of actin filament (PDB 3MFP) (Fujii et al.,

2010), while the second contained the actin filament model with Vt (PDB 1QKR) (Bakolitsa

et al., 1999) attached to each of the actin protomers as suggested by Janssen et al (Janssen et

al., 2006). Segments that yielded the best correlation with the second model (n=1716)

converged to a helical solution of −167° rotation and 27.8 Å translation. The resolution of

the resultant 3D-reconstruction was judged to be ~ 20 Å using the Fourier shell correlation

equal to 0.5 criterion. UCSF Chimera software (Pettersen et al., 2004) was used to fit the

model of the actin filament (PDB 3MFP) and the crystal structure of Vt (PDB 1QKR) into

the experimental map. Atomic coordinates from crystal structures were converted to density

maps, filtered to the resolution of the experimental map, and docked manually.

DMD model generation

The 6.6 Å electron cryo-microscopy map for F-actin was used to reconstruct the long-pitch

helix F-actin dimer (Fujii et al., 2010). Parameters for accurate rotation and rise per subunit

were obtained from the header of the corresponding protein databank deposition (PDB

3MFP). The actin dimer generated was used in the EM-fitting, done with Situs 2.5

(Wriggers, 2010). Prior to the fitting process, the 4-methyl histidine (HIC) at position 73

(PDB 3MFP) was replaced with a canonical histidine (HIS) for compatibility. Coordinates

for Vt (residues 879–1065) were obtained from the crystal structure of Vcn (PDB 1ST6)

(Bakolitsa et al., 2004). Density for Vt alone was obtained upon subtraction of the density

corresponding to actin using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). The crystal structure of Vt was

fit into the isolated density using Situs 2.5 (Wriggers, 2010).

Steric clashes resulting from 3D reconstruction using EM constraints were resolved using

Chiron (Ramachandran et al., 2011). Various orientations of Vt with respect to the actin

dimer were sampled using DMD simulations (Ding et al., 2008; Dokholyan et al., 1998).

The backbone of the actin dimer was maintained static during the simulations, while the side

chains were allowed to freely sample different rotameric states. Rigid body movement of Vt

was allowed to sample different orientations of Vt with respect to the actin dimer. In order to

maintain Vt in the vicinity of the actin dimer for enhanced sampling, a distance constraint of

5 Å was imposed between the center of mass of the actin dimer and that of Vt. One thousand

snapshots from the simulations were retrieved at regular time intervals and were clustered

based on root mean square deviation. The centroid structure from the largest cluster was

chosen for prediction of binding free energy change upon mutation using Eris (Ding and

Dokholyan, 2006; Yin et al., 2007). Details pertaining to the force field used for simulations

are presented elsewhere (Ding and Dokholyan, 2006; Ding et al., 2008; Dokholyan et al.,

1998).

Cell culture

Vin−/− MEFs were obtained from Dr. Eileen Adamson (Burnham Institute) and grown in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) supplemented with 5% fetal

bovine serum and antibiotic-antimycotic solution.
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DNA constructs and transfection

DNA constructs were generated for cell culture as previously reported (Shen et al., 2011).

Cells were transfected with Vcn expression constructs using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) and

Plus Reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and examined 48–72

hours following transfection.

Cell Resuspension and Spreading Assay

Prior to plating, cells were serum-starved in DMEM media supplemented with 0.5%

delipidated BSA and antibiotic-antimycotic solution. Cells were then resuspended in the

serum-free de-lipidated BSA media for approximately two hours. For the RTCA

xCELLigence System (Acea Biosciences), 2500 cells per well were seeded into the E-plate

16 that were coated with 50 µg/mL FN. Attachment and spreading, monitored by impedance

and reported as cell index (CI), was recorded with the RTCA apparatus every 15 seconds

over 13 hours. For the adhesion site analysis, cells were prepared as described above prior to

seeding onto glass coverslips containing FN (50 µg/mL).

Adhesion site analysis

Adhesion sites were analyzed as previously reported (Shen et al., 2011), except that cells

were permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-100 instead of 0.3%.

3D force microscopy

Three-dimensional force microscopy (3DFM) was used to apply controlled and precise 60–

100 pN local force to focal adhesions. Tosyl-activated magnetic dynabeads (2.8 µm,

Invitrogen) were washed with PBS and incubated for 24 hours with FN at 37°C. After three

washes with PBS and incubation with 5% de-lipidated BSA (Sigma) for 1 hour at 37°C, the

beads were sonicated and incubated with cells for 30 min. Force application and bead

displacement were performed as previously described (Shen et al., 2011). The tracked

displacements are reported as mean ± S.E.M. Two-tailed Student’s t test for p values were

performed.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. VtI997A and VtV1001A are deficient in F-actin binding and bundling yet retain
association with PIP2
(A) SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions after

co-sedimentation of Vt with F-actin. Actin concentrations and Vt variants are noted. (B)

Quantification of F-actin co-sedimentation assays identifies Vt variants in H4 deficient in F-

actin binding. (C) Vt variants deficient in binding to F-actin are also defective in F-actin

bundling. (D) VtV1001A, while deficient in actin binding, retains PIP2 binding comparable to

VtWT. VtI997A is impaired in PIP2 binding. Error bars are standard deviation, n= 3. See also

Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Vcn variants deficient in actin binding affect spreading and cell adhesion in MEFs
(A) RTCA using the xCELLigence system shows that Vin−/− cells expressing VcnWT have

higher cell impedance, hence more spread, than cells expressing VcnV1001A, VcnI997A or

Vin−/−.MEFs. A representative trace of cell impedance (graphed as cell index (CI)) taken

every 15 seconds for 13 hours; lower impedance indicates less contact with the sensor. Each

data point represents an average CI of at least triplicate wells for each condition. (B) A

graph showing the relative CI of cells spread on FN two hours following plating, which

corresponds to the same time as the pictures shown in (C). Data is the average ± SEM
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combined from four independent experiments. *p≤ 0.05, in comparison to VcnWT. (C) Vin−/

− MEFs transfected with GFP-tagged VcnWT, VcnI997A, or VcnV1001A and plated on FN for

two hours. VcnI997A and VcnV1001A exhibit the same localization as VcnWT. (D,E,F) Box

and whisker plots of FA area (D), FA number (E) and cell area (F). Areas were calculated

using Matlab (Methods) (n=25). Cells expressing VcnI997A and VcnV1001A had fewer and

larger FAs, *p-value≤0.05. Cells expressing VcnI997A were significantly smaller, but those

expressing VcnV1001A were not. Scale bar is 25 µm.
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Figure 3. Actin binding to Vcn is necessary for the mechanical response to force on integrins
Upon applying pulses of constant force, a decrease in the relative bead displacement of Vin

−/− MEFs transfected with VcnWT is observed, in contrast to the increase observed for Vin

−/− MEFs transfected with VcnI997A. Two force pulses were applied to FN-coated beads

bound to Vin−/− MEFs transfected with either VcnWT (n=20), VcnV1001A (n=19) or

VcnI997A (n = 26) and displacement was measured. * indicates a p-value< 0.05. ***

indicates a p-value<0.001. Error bars are ± SEM. These results indicate that actin binding to

Vcn plays a role in Vcn’s ability to respond to force.
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Figure 4. The proposed actin binding surface on Vt is consistent with EM reconstruction
(A) Negative-stain EM image of F-actin decorated with VtWT. Scale bar is 100 nm. (B)

Manual fit model of Vt bound to F-actin. Crystal structure of the Vt domain (blue ribbon,

PDB 1QKR) and the atomic model of F-actin (green ribbon, PDB 3MFP) are manually

docked into the 3D-reconstruction (gray mesh). (C) DMD model of Vt bound to F-actin. F-

actin is in green, Vt in cyan. (D) Comparison of Vt domain orientation from B and C with

respect to the two adjacent actin protomers (long-pitch helix F-actin dimer). The color

scheme is maintained. (E,F) Comparison of Vt H4 orientation in the manual fit and DMD

models from B and C, respectively. The orientation and color scheme of the models has

been maintained from D. The manual fit and DMD models are related to each other by an

approximately 180° rotation, with H4 at the F-actin interface. H4 is purple and pink in the

manual fit and DMD model, respectively. Residues I997 and V1001 are labeled and shown

as yellow and red sticks in the respective models. See also Figure S2, Table S1.
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Figure 5. The proposed binding surface is not accounted for in the J-model
(A) Manual fit model of the Vt:F-actin complex with the J-model surface mapped on Vt.

The actin protomers are green. Vt is blue, with H4 in purple. The N- and C-termini are

labeled. Yellow residues were identified in the J-model as mediating the Vt:F-actin

interaction (Janssen et al., 2006). (B) Vt:F-actin complex from DMD model with the J-

model surface mapped on Vt. The actin protomers are green. Vt is cyan, with H4 in pink.

The Vt termini are labeled. Yellow residues were identified in the J-model as part of the

Vt:F-actin interaction surface. (C) The J-model surface, raver1 interface, and H4 on Vt. Vt is
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shown with a semi-transparent surface in gray. Residues in the J-model interface are yellow.

Those in the raver1 interface are blue (Lee et al., 2009). Those shared between the J-model

interface and the raver1 interface are green. H4 is in pink. I997 and V1001 are purple and

labeled, while I948 is orange. Two views are shown, rotated 60°. Note that I997 and V1001

are distal from the J-model actin binding interface.
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